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Some Accurately Measured Infrared Wavelengths for 
Calibration of Grating Spectrometers 1 

Earle K. Plyler, Norman M. Gailar, and Thomas A . Wiggins 2 

The m easu red values of the wavelengths of 60 lines in t he 1.1- to 2.3-micron spectral 
r egion are reported. T he a bsorpt ion lines of the ba nds of .methane and w~ter vapor were 
used in the calibration. The methods of measurement are discussed . Also d Iscussed a re the 
m ethods of superimposing t he well-known em.ission lines of se.veral sources on t he ~bsorption 
lines tha t were meas ured. T he values obtained for some hnes are compared with values 
reported by other workers. 

1. Introduction 

The infrared spectra of many substances have 
been recorded and measured, the results being used 
to calculate various molecular constan ts. The equip
ment used and th e Leehniques of measurem en t have 
varied from one laboratory to ano ther , and in many 
case the values repor ted for the same quanti ty have 
differed. In addition, the modern infrared detectors 
have permi tted the constmction of grating spectrom
eters of much higher resolution than was previously 
possible. It now seems desirable to reevaluate the 
m ethods of measuremen t so that the greater resolving 
power available m ay be best u tilized. 

The simpLes t m ethod of calibrating a spectrometer 
is to use one known wavelength and assume a sinusoi
dal dispersion. This method, of course, is the least 
accura te J)f those curren tly used. The next best 
method is to use two known wavelengths and assume 
linear dispersion between them. The closer together 
the two known wavelengths lie, the better the 
resulting measuremen ts will be. This method is often 
extended to three or more known lines fitting a 
parabola or a cubic to them , thus establishing a scale 
to be used in that region. Experience in the radiom
etry laboratory of the Bureau indicates that this 
method often fails to yield wavelengths to the desired 
accuracy because of certain errors. 

Errors ,in measuremen t obtained from a grating 
instrument are caused by several factors. Theoreti
cally a gra ting should show a sinusoidal dispersion, 
and, to a first approximation, does . Thus, linear 
dispersion is suitable only to the extent that a straigh t 
line approximates a sine curve. The use of a quad
ratic or cubic expression more closely fits the sine 
relation. There arc errors, however , that cause the 
dispersion to vary from the sinusoidal, and these 
cannot be compensated for by the use of a quadratic. 
There are sys tematic repea table errors that can be 
at tribu ted to irregularities in the gearing of the 
mechanism tha t drives the gra ting. These can, in 
effec t, superimpose "ripples" on the sine wave. 
These effec ts can be minimized by using many stand
ard wavelengths. Another type of error is a seeming 
random error that is no t repeatable. Bo th types 
can be of considerable magnitude. 

I Supported by Office of aval Research. _ 
2 Present address: Pennsylvania State College, State. College, Pa. 

The method of calibration used is to superimpose 
many well-known standard emission lines (H g, Kr, 
X e, etc.) on the r ecord of the substance being ex
amined . Al though this is standard procedure in 
pho tographic spectroscopy, i t is no t often used in 
infrared spectroscopy. The advantage of thi super
posi tion lies in the minimizing of the random errors. 
Lines measured this way seem to reproduce better 
on successive runs. When tandards are available 
a t small wavelength intervals, linear in terpolation 
r epeated several times aver ages ou t the random errors 
and gives resul ts repeatable to 0.2 to 0 .3 A. When 
the standards are approximately 100 A or more 
apar t, a dispersion cm ve is plo tted and smoothed, 
and the result from several set of readings are 
averaged. 11easuremen ts usually reproduce to better 
than 0.5 A. Further r efinemen ts, which are dis
cussed later , have made it possible to measure the 
lines repor ted in this p aper to an accuracy better 
than 0.1 A. 

Inasmuch as many laboratories do no t possess 
the equipment to place the required standard lines 
on their records, this paper presen ts the wavelengths 
of 60 accmately measm ed absorption lines in the 
l.1- to 2.3-,u spectral range by u tilizing the absorp
tion of a tmospheric wat er vapor and of natural gas, 
(CH 4), materials easily ob tained. These 60 lines 
may be used to check or to es tablish th~ calibration 
of instrumen ts, or they may be supenmposed on 
records of absorption or emission. 

2 . Experimental Details 

The absorption spectra of CH I and H 20 were 
obtained in five regions, higher orders of well-lm<?wn 
emission lines being superimposed on the absorptIOn. 
The source of the continuous energy for the absorp
tion was the ho t electrode of the discharge t ubes, 
which provided the emission lines. 

In order to have sufficien t tandard lines it was 
necessary to use two or more disch arge tub~s simul
taneously. The arrangement of the sour~es IS sho.,Vll 
in figure 1, whi ch shows two methods of llltroduc~ng 
a third source. These m ethods are (1) usmgasphen cal 
mirror, and (2) r eflec ting the light from . the third 
source (marked neon) from a plane mIrror tha t 
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FIGURE 1. Arrangement of multiple sources and of absorp
tion cell. 

could be swung into position, momentarily direc ting 
this light onto th e slit and inter cepting one or both 
of the other sources. 

The cell shown in figure 1 was a 60-cm cell and 
was used for CH 4 • Previous tests having shown no 
measurable difference between th e b ands of pure 
CH 4 and natural gas in th is region, the cell was filled 
with natural gas. 

The spectrometer has been described previously 
[1).3 It will suffice to state that it consists of a I-m 
off-axis paraboloidal mirror focusing the energy onto 
a 15,000 line/in . plane grating, and an ellipsoidal 
mirror to focus th e diffracted energy onto a lead sul
fide detector. The signal is amplified by a Wilson 
amplifier and recorded by a recording poten tiometer. 
The ch ar t speed and grating drive were adjusted to 
obtain dispersion of 12 to 20 A/in. This dispersion 
varied, depending on the spectr al region and order 
number. The 1.1- and] .3-1l bands of water, for in
stance, were measured in the second order to obtain 
greater dispersion and to u tilize emission lines that 
did not appear in the first-order regions of water. 

Survey runs were made to determine which com
binations of ~ources would be most useful in a given 
region. Sources were selected that provided emis
sion lines reasonably close togeth er, one of which 
fell near a well-defined absorption line. 

It was observed in many cases that absorption 
lines were superimposed on emission lines, thereby 
producing distortion in the sh ape and position of the 
standards. In these cases a quarter-inch water cell 
was inserted in the optical path at the position marked 
" filter " in figure 1. This filter absorbed r adiation of 
wavelength greater than 1. 31l and permitted th e 
higher orders of standard lines, which are of shorter 
wavelength, to be recorded undisturbed. In a simi
lar manner an emission line of order greater than the 
first could be removed by a different filter , so that 
the absorption line could be accurately recorded. 

The output of the amplifier was attenuated when 
an intense emission line was being recorded. This 
gave the pen ample time to record the line and per
mitted more accurate location of the line center. 
In one case the sli t was widened and th e amplifier 
gain increased in order to utilize weak emission 
lines, the pen being kept on scale by attenuation. 
N ear an emission line the water cell was placed in 
position and the attenuation removed, allowing the 
line to be recorded with sufficient intensity to be 
easily measurable. 

I Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 

3 . Measurement 

The method of measurement consisted primarily 
of using linear dispersion between two closely spaced 
known lines. The absorption lines measured were 
those that showed no structure under the highest 
dispersion available. In general, lines to be meas
ured were chosen as near a standard line as possible, 
as it was found on successive runs that the measured 
wavelengths of these lines reproduced best. 

At times, it was impossible to find two standards 
near enough. In these cases two absorption lines 
flanking an emission standard would be identified 
from other papers [2, 3], and the wavelengths from 
these papers would be used to calculate a dispersion 
factor. This factor would then be used in conjunc
tion with the emission line. As th e absorption lines 
measured in these cases were all very near the emis
sion lines, relatively large variances in the dispersion 
factors made only small differences in the measured 
valued of the wavelengths of the absorption lines. 
The relative accuracy of this method was established 
by measuring several lines by both m ethods, the re
sults always differing by less than 0.1 A. 

In order to minimize the effects of the random 
errors, six runs were made of every line measured . 
As there was often a small difference in the meas
ured value of a line when the instrument ran toward 
higher wavelengths in comparison with the value 
when run toward shorter wavelengths, half of the 
runs were taken in each direction. 

All but two of the standard lines have been 
measured interferometrically [4]. These two lines 
have been repor ted to 0.01 A from interCtlmparison 
m ethods. 

4. Results 

Tables 1 to 5 present the measured values of the 
60 lines. In addition, the tables include the wave 
numbers reduced to vacuum, the nearest emission 
lines used as standards and, where possible, the re
s1.llts of measuren:lents of other workers [2 , 3, 5, 6, 7] 
gIven for companson. The lines felt to be the most 
accurate are marked with a superscript " a". These 
lines all fell very near a standard line and, in addi
tion, had an average deviation from the mean of 
± 0.1 A or less. The wave numbers were found by 
inverting Kayser's tables [8] with Babcock 's [9] 
correction for the ch ange of index of refraction of 
air in the infrared . 

In the case of methane, the absorption spectrum 
was taken at two different pressures, 18 cm of H g to 
sharpen the strong lines, 76 cm of H g to show the 
weaker outer lines. It is recommended that these 
pressures be employed when th e observed wave
lengths for methane are to be used as standards. 

Figures 2, 3, and 5 are actual records obtained of 
the absorption spectra of water at 1.1, 1.3, and 1.8 Il, 
respectively. Figures 4 and 6 are similar records of 
CH4 at 1.7 and 2.2 Il , respectively. To aid identifi
cation, the wavelengths of some lines not measured 
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TABLE 1. Results of measurement in the 1.1-p. band of H20 

Water·v,lpor absorption 

Standardi?ing wave· 
Vacuum Babcock Kiess length employed 

Observed wave· wave and IV[oore wave· (grating order) 
length number waveleugths lengths 

l51 l71 

A cm-l A A A 
• 11180. 6O±. 06 8941. 55 11180.98 11180.75 Ne b 1 111 77. 51 
• 11251. 06±. 08 8885.59 - - -------- -- 1125l. 15 A 3/2 1I~55. W 

11294.4 8851. 53 11 294. 47 11294. 42 Ne 3/2 1l303.66 
11405.7 8765. 11 11405. 95 11405.83 Kr 3/2 J 1402.32 
11463.7 8720. 80 -------- --- - 11463.69 A 3/2 11452.66 

• Indicate lines considered to be most "ccurate. 
b The fraction represen ts the factor for correcting for order number. Thus 3/2 

indicates the measurement of the standard line in the third order and of the 
absorption line in the second order. 'I' be division of the order number into the 
apparen t wavelength at the right gives the actual wavelength of the standard line. 

TABLE 2. Results of measurement i n the 1.33· to 1.48-p. band 
ofH,O 

Run in second order 

Water·vapor absorp tion 
Standard i"ing wave· 

length em ployed 
Observed wave· Vacuum wave Nelson wave- (grati ng order) 

length num ber lengths [31 
--

A cm-1 A A 
13437.0 7440. 12 J3436.9 Ne b 2 13434.08 

• 13571. 49 ±. 05 7366.37 13571. 2 Xc 3/2 13568. 17 
13638. 1 7330. 40 13638. 4 Hg 5/2 13651.84 
13665.2 7315.86 13665.5 Hg 5/2 13651.84 
13740. 8 7275. 59 13740.5 Xe 3/2 13743.98 

• 13835. 07 ± . 07 7226.04 13835.1 A 3/2 13836.75 
• 13935. 12 ±. 06 7174. 16 13935.4 A 2 13930.86 

14069.0 7105. 89 14069.0 Ne 2 14064.83 
14172. 5 7054. 01 14172.2 JIg 2 141 63.88 

• 14269. 16 ± . 07 7006.24 14269.4 Hg 7/2 14272. 41 

14357.2 6963.25 14357.1 Ne 2 14347.88 
14425.3 6930.38 14425.6 JI g 5/2 14424.00 
14502.0 6893.71 14502.02 Ne 2 14490.33 
14.599.1 6847.86 14§99. 7 Hg 4 14619.35 
14628.4 6834. 15 14628.5 H g 4 14619.35 

• 14 706. 69 ± . 05 6797. 75 14707. 3 Ne 5/2 14704. 74 
a 14766. 72 ±. 06 6770. 14 14767.0 A 2 14767. 96 

a Indicates lines considered to be most accurate. 
b 'l'he fraction represents the factor for correcting for order number. rrhus 3/2 

indicates the measurement of the standard li ne in the third order and of tho 
absorption line in the second order. 'l'he di vision of the order number into the 
apparent wavelength at the right gives the actnal wavelength of the standard line. 

T A BLE 3. R esults of measurements in the 1.7·p. band of CH j 

Methane absorption 

Nelson, M cMath, Standardizing wave· 
Plyer, and M ohler, length em ployed Vacuum and Observed wave· wave Benedict Goldberg (grating order) 

length nnmber wave~ wave lengths lengths [2] [61 

A cm- t A A A 
16233.9 6158.27 16233.7 ------ Kr 2 16225.80 
16349. 9 6114.53 16349. 4 1f>349.6 ICr 2 16380. 11 
16398.9 6096.23 16398. 7 16398. 9 ICr 2 16380. 11 
1645l. 0 6076.99 J6450.6 16450.8 X e 2 16463.27 
16532.8 60'16.93 1%32.5 16532.9 ICr 2 16526. 48 

1656 l. 2 6036. 55 16560. 0 16561. 1 Xe 2 16560. 23 
16589.7 6026. 19 16589.0 16589.8 Kr 2 16596.22 
J6739.9 5972. 12 16739 .. 1 16740. 0 Ne 2 16755. 21 
16835. 6 5938. 17 16835.2 16835.6 A 2 16849. 29 
16868.2 .5926.70 16868.0 16868.4 A 2 16849. 29 

a 17023.07 ±. 04 5872.78 17022.7 ----- -- Kr 2 17017. 74 
17165. 7 5823.99 17164. 7 . - --- -- Ne 2 17182. 52 
17315.3 5773.66 17315.1 -- ---- - JIg 3 17308.80 
17363. 7 5757.57 ---- - -- ------- Hg 3 17371. 99 

a Indicates line considered to be most accurate. 

TABLE 4 . Results of measurements i n the 1. 77- to 1.98-p. 
band of water 

Water-vapor absorp tion 

I Vacuum wave I Nelson wave· 

Standardizing wave· 

Observed wave· 
length em ployed 

length nnmber lengths 131 
(grating order) 

A cm-l A A 
17843.5 5602.75 17843.3 ]\Te 3 17834. 50 

• 17965.71 ±. 1O 5564.64 17965.0 X c 2 J 7975. 14 
18085. 2 5527.87 18085.2 Ne 3 18089. 99 
18216.5 5488. 03 18216. 2 Ne 3 J8223. 01 
18296.9 5463.89 18296.7 Te 3 18288. 49 

18415. 7 5428.69 18415.6 Ne 3 18429. 19 
18482. 0 5409. 19 18481. 7 Ne 3 18490. 78 
18637. 2 5364. 15 18637.2 Ne 3 18651. 84 
18917.3 5284. 73 18917. 1 Ne 3 18914.37 

a 19156. 58 ±. 10 5218.71 19156. 4 Ne 3 19148.97 

19202.3 5206.27 19202.2 Ne 3 19206. 74 
19528.4 51l9.34 19528.0 Ne 3 19519.58 

a Indicates lines considered to be most accurate. 

TABLE 5. R esults of measw'ement in the 2.2-p. bands of CH~ 

M ethane absorption 
Standard izing wave· 

length employed 
Observed I Vacuum (grating order) 

wavelength wavenumber 
I 

A cm-I A 
21543.3 4640.56 No 3 2152 1. 82 
21834. 1 4578.75 Hg '1 21842.94 
221 99.8 4503.32 Xe 2 22217. 05 
22330.8 4476.91 Ne 3 223 16.70 
22449. 9 44 .14. 12 No 3 22466.61 

22490.9 444 5.02 Ne 3 22466.61 
22610.9 4421.43 No 3 22607.32 
22775.6 4389. 47 Kr 3 22762.2'1 
23068.8 4333.68 Kr 3 23055.74 
23394. 0 4273. 43 Ne 4 23409. 95 

23512.8 4251. 84 No '1 23527.58 
23577. 2 4240.20 Kr 3 23564.46 

for thi paper are reported. The present values are 
underli.,neel. Table 1 show a very close agreement 
between the e value and those of Kiess [7]. A a 
result of this good ~$reement, figure 2 includes the 
values reported by Kiess for many lines. They are 
believed to be accurate to ± 0.1 A. 

Two bands of CO have been mea ured and reported 
separately [10] . The result therein reported sup
plement the wavelengths reported here, so that 
standards are available over practically the whole 
spectrum from 1.1 to 2.5 J.L. 

These measurements con titute the first part of a 
larger program. It is intended to extend these 
measurements to cover the entire spectral range 
from 1 to 6 J.L . 

The authors thank Carl C. Kiess, who kindly 
permitted the use of his measurement in the 1.1-1-' 
water band. Publication of hi complete results, 
obtained at the Bureau, i pending. 
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